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ABSTRACT.-For mo.re than 2,000 years, the Zooi and their ancestors have cultivated maize in semiarid New Mexico, relying on natural landscape processes to
channel water and nutrients to their crops, Runoff generated by localized thun~
derstorms spreads across fields located on alluvial fans, This study documents
soil properties, production practices, and maize yields of four traditional runoff
fields of Zuni farmers. All fields received at least two runoff events that deposited
sediments and organic debris during the sea<;on. Fields exhibited adequate macronutrients for low-density crop production and textural sorting of sediments,
Management level is largely determined by time, labor, equipment, and transportation a'V-ailability. Farmers commonly plant during May, sowing multiple
maize seeds together at a depth of about 15 cm in widely-spaced dusters. Each
field contained two or more open-pollinated maize folk cultivars, sometimes interspersed with other crops. Maize population densities varied widely, averaging
9650 plants/ha (SE :': 1281). Mean grain yield was 572 (:': 181) kg/h•. Greatest
yield, 1841 kg/ha, was obtained from the field having moderate maize density,
few weeds, and planted in mid-May, Delayed planting and weeds suppressed
yields in the other fields, Yield potential of these systems, however, is likely greater than observed, Geographic and geomorphic diversity of fields reduces risks,
Key words: indigenous agricultural knowledge, Native American agriculture, runoff agriculture, maize, soil.

RESUMEN.-Durante mas de 2000 ancs, los Zuni y sus ancestros han cultivado
maiz en el Nuevo l\:1exico semhirido, y han mane-jado cuencas con la finalidad de
canalizar el agua y los nutrientes hada sus lultivos. El escurrimiento superficial
generado par las tormentas locales se distribuye a traves de los campos ubicados
sobre abanicos aluviales.. Este estudio documenta las propiedades del suelo, las
practicas productivas, y los rendimientos de maiz en cuatro campos tradidonales
de escurrimiento manejados par los agricultores Zuni. Todos los campos presen~
taron al menos dos fen6menos de escurrimiento durante la eslaci6n, los cuales
depositaron sedimentos y detritus organico. Los campos mostraron macronutrienles adecuados para una pruducd6n de cosed1as de baja densidad de siembra y
un repartimiento de varias dases sedimentarias. La intensidad de manejo la determina prindplamente la disponibilidad de tiempo, mano de obra, equipamiento
y transport€. La siembra se produce comunmente en mayo, Los agricultores siem-
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bran maiz a una profundidad de unos 15 em en montfcwos de multiples plantas.
Cada campo contiene dos 0 mas cultivares tradidonales de maiz de poiinizaci6n
able-rta, a veces me2dados entre atros cultivos. Las densidades de poblad6n de
maiz varian ampliamente- en torno a una media de 9650 plantas/ha (SE 1281}.
La produccion media de grano lue 572 (:,: 181) kg/ha. La producdon mayor, ]841
kg/ha, se obtuvo en un campo con una densidad pobladonal moderada, pocas
malezas, y con fe-eM de siembra de mediados de mayo. El retraso en la siembra
y las malezas redujeron la producci6n en los otros campos. Es pusible que el mvel
de producd6n de estos sistemas sea mayor de 10 obse:rvado. La diversidad geo
grafica y geomorfo16gica de los campos reduce los riesgos.
M

RESUME.-I'endant plus de 2000 ans, les Zuni et leurs ancetres ont cultive Ie
maIs dans Ie New Mexico semi~aride, comptants sur des processus du paysage
nature! pour canaliser l'eau et les substances nutritives vers leurs cultures. L'eau
de ruissellement provenant d'averses locales s'etend sur les champs situes sur des
petits deltas alluviaux. Cette etude do(umente Ies caracteres des sols, les pratique'S
de production, et Ie rendement du mals sur quatre champs appartenants a des
agriculteurs Zuni et traditionnellement approvisiones par des ruisseUements. Pendant la belle saison, chaque champ a Tf'\U au moins deux episodes de ruissellement qui deposaient sediments et debris organiques. Les champs contenaient des
micronutriments adequats pour la culture a basse densite et un triage textural
des sediments. 1.e niveau des interventions est deterrninepar la disponibilite de
temps; de main-d'reuvre, d'equipement et de transport, En general, les agricul~
teurs sement pendant Ie mois de mail avec Ie mu'is plante a une pro[ondeur d'a
peu pres 15 em en groupes de multiples plantes. Chaque champ contient au moins
deux vurietes traditionnelles if pollinisation ouverte, par(ois intercalees aux aut:res
cultures, La densite des populations du mats, qui variait considerablement d'un
champ a l'autre, etait en moyenne de 9650 plantes/ha (deViation d'erreur ± 1281).
Le rendement moyen etail de 572 (:,: 18]) kg/ha. Le plus haut rendement, de 184]
kg/ha fut reali:',,!? dans un champ avec peu de mauvaises herbes, de densite moy€IU1€, et serne a mi-mai. Une ensemencement tardif et les mauvaises herbes reduisaient Ie :rendement dan.s les autres champs. Le rendement potentiel de ces
systemes est vraisemblablement plus cleve que nous ravons observe. La geogra~
phie et la geomorphologie diversifiees des champs reduisent les risques.
INTRODUCTION
Worldwide, water is the single most limiting resource for crop production.
Increasing demand for water by agricultural and non-agricultural users, environmental deterioration, and the threat of g)obal climate change challenge the longlerm sustainability of agriculture and socio-economic development in the arid and
semiarid western United States and other drought-susceptible regions of the
world (e.g., FAO 2000; Gleick 2000; OTA 1983). Arid and semiarid zones occupy
more than a third of the Earth's land surface, with dry regions located in nearly
half of the world's nations. Over 80 percent of the world's cultivated land is rainfed, relying solely on precipitation and runoff; these lands produce more than 60
percent of the global food supply (FAO 2000).
Rain could be better utilized to support agricultural praduetivity through
management of stenn-runoff water (Anaya 1992; Bruins et al. 1986; Critchley and
Siegert 1991; FAO 2000; OTA 1983). Rainwater-harvesting methods have been SllC-
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cessfully used in traditional systems throughout the world and as part of modem
agrIcultural systems in areas such as the Negev Desert. These water-harvesting
methods are particularly applicable to agricultural development in arid and semiarid areas where high capital investment or highly technological systems are environmentally, socially, or economically unsuitable.
A diversity of rainwater-harvesting systems have been used for centuries by
the Zuni and their ancestors and other peoples in the arid and semiarid southwestern U.S. and northern Mexico (Bryan 1929; Cushing 1974; Doolittle 2000;
Hack 1942; Hart 1995; l\1axwell 2000; Nabhan 1984); the Zuni are one of the
western Puebloan tribes of the U.S. Southwest. Traditional agricultural systems
presently found at Zw,i and in other Native American communities in the region
provide models of enduring systems. Expanded understanding of their adapted
cultivars and the agroecological structure and function of these systems may contribute to the development of sustainable agricultural systems to sllCcessfully meet
the challenges of increased water demands in arid and semiarid areas.
Most of the available information about traditional Native American agriculture in the U.S. Southwest is based on ethnographies, historical and archaeological
records, and agronomic studies focused on modem cultivars and practices or on
traditional systems in other regions. Several researchers have used such information to model productivity of ancient and current traditional systems (e.g.,
Rhode 1995; Van West 1996). Little research, however, has been conducted on
specific agronomic characteristics of traditional cultivars and associated practices.
Documentation of these time-tested systems is urgent. Traditional agricultural
knowledge in the Southwest is rapidly eroding as fewer indigenous farmers apply
that knowledge or pass it on to younger generations (Brandt 1995). Commercial
production of alfalfa, increasingly important on reservations, also threatens to
fruther displace traditional techniques,
The observational study reported here documents contemporary runoff agr!cultuml practices of several Zuni farmers and explores general relationships
among soil properties, production practices, and maize productivity of their
fields. This study is part of a larger research project designed to examine the
agroecological structure and function of traditional runoff agriculture in this
semiarid environment (e.g., Sandor et al. 1999).

u.>cation ami Landscape.-The Zuni indian Reservation is located in the mesa country of western New Mexico in the southeastern part of the Colorado Plateau (Figure 1). Topography is controlled by mainly flat-lying to gently dipping strata of
uplifted sedimentary rocks with variable resistance to erosion. Alternating strata
of resistant sandstone and more erodible shale of mostly TriaBsic to Cretaceous
age underlie mesas and cuestas (Orr 1987), Mesas are separated by narrow canyons to broad alluvial valleys. Valley margins, where traditional runoff agriculture
is usually practiced, mostly comprise areas of coalescing alluvial fans where
ephemeral streams deposit mixed sediments from mesa uplands. Soils grade from
Alfisols (soils having subsurface day accumulation) and Aridisols (desert soils
with subsurface development) in the drier western portion to Mollisols (soils having thick topsoil rich in organic matter) and Alfisols in the higher eastern valleys
of the reservation (Soil Survey Staff 1999; USDA-NRCS, publication pending).
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From lower to higher areas, soil temperature regime varies from thermic to mesic,
and soil moisture regime from aridic to ustie (semiarid). Elevation ranges from
11\38 m near the Arizona border to 2347 m on eastern mesas, near the continental
divide.
Climate.-Precipitation and temperature at Zuni are largely functions of elevation
and landforms, with high spatial and temporal variability. Arrnual precipitation
at Blackrock, in the central part of the reservation at an elevation of 1967 m,
averages about 300 nun, but varies widely from year to year (coefficient of variatio" 23%) (Balling and Wells 1990; Ferguson and Hart 1985; Kintigh 1985; Tuan
et al. 1973). Precipitation generally increases with increasing elevation. Approximately half of the annual precipitation occurs during the summer monsoon season, usually extending from lull' through September. Summer rains ordinarily
occur as highly localized, brief, intense thunderstorms. Traditional runoff agriculture depends on these monsoon rains. The remainder of the precipitation is
usually received as lower intensity rain or snow from November through March.
May and lune are the driest months; June has a long-term average of only 10 mm.
Zuni spring and early summer seasons are dry and windy.
The frost-free period, when temperatures exceed O°C, extends on average
from May 16 through October 12, averaging ISO days (s.d. 21 days) at Blackroek
(Kintigh 1985; Tuan et al. 1973). The frost-free period is generally shorter at higher
elevations. Although temperatures may stay above freezing, spring and early
summer night temperatures are often well below the 8 to 10°C minimum required
for maize growth (Brandt 1995; Shaw 1988). Local temperature is influenced by
wind and terrain, including elevation, aspect and slope.
The semiarid climate of Zuni supports native vegetation dominated by jUniper (Juniperus spp.), pinyon (Pinus edulis), and Gambel oak (Quercus gambelii)
woodlands on mesa uplands, Valleys are semiarid grasslands dominated by big
sagebrush (Artemisin Iridentala) and blue grama (Bouleloua gracilis).

Zuni Agriculture.-··Direct rain alone is insufficient to fully support crop production in most years (Kintigh 1985). Growing season moisture deficit (atmospheric
evaporative demand less available soil-stored moisture and precipitation) averages
349 mm (Rhode 1995; Tuan et al. 1973). Zuni farmers report moisture and temperature as their major concerns for crop production (Brandt 1995). Over the
centuries, Zuni developed an agricultural system that capitalizes on natural landseape processes to increase water and nutrient availability for crop production
and to provide some protection from frost.
Most traditional fields are located where floodwaters occasionally flow. Fields
are situated on valley margin alluvial fans and mesa footslopes. These landscape
positions permit cold-air drainage away from crops and capture storm floodwaters to augment water availability. Ephemeral storm water, conducted by channel
and overland flov" from watersheds upslope, is diverted to fields and managed
using earthen berms or bunds, stone and! or wooden dams, and shallow ditches
(Cushing 1974; Ferguson and Hart 1985; Kintigh 1985). Farmers credit such flows,
together with the organic-rich materials transported by runoff water, with supplying moisture and nutrients to support crop production (Norton et al. 1998).
Neither synthetic fertilizers nor manure are applied to runoff fields. Crop pro-
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ductivity of these fields reflects integrated watershed and crop processes and
management.
Although spring winds are particularly drying and can desiccate seedlings,
field sites are not specifically selected to provide wind protection, Traditionally,
planting was done on the leeward side of the previous year's crop stubble (Cushing 1974:181); the stubble may have provided some wind protection to the emerging seedlings.
Maize (Zea mays L) is the staple crop produced by Zuni farmers using runoff
agricultural practices, Local cultivars of open-pollinated maize are sometimes intercropped with beans (Phaseolus spp,) and squash (Cucurbita spp,), and rotated
with fallow periods (Bohrer 1960; Brandt 1995; Manolescu 1994), Maize has long
been central to Zuni social, spiritual, and ceremonial life (Cushing 1974; Ferguson
and Hart 1985; Kintigh 1985),
Aru:ient and Historical Contexts,-Zuni agriculture was extensive and well established by 2000 years ago (Damp et at 2(02), Maize radiocarbon dated to about
2200 B.P- has been found at Zuni (Rhode 1990), Prehistoric ceramics associated
within field houses indicate that many Zuni runoff fields are at least 1000 years
old (Homburg 2(00), The archaeological record documents a long-term occupation of the Zuni area, one that is unusually continuous for the Soutmvest, with
increasing reliance on agriculture through lime (Damp et aL 2002; F'ffguson 1996;
Kintigh 1985; Rhode 1990),
Historic records attest to the skill of Zuni as desert agriculturalists, Coronado,
who conquered Zuni in kD 1540, described Zuni as haVing great stores of maize
(Hammond and Rey 1940), IIigh agricultural productivity at Zuni was also noted
in mid-nineteenth century reports of the US. military in the region, which depended on the Zuni for maize and other food supplies (Hart 1995), Over 4000 ha
were reported in production at Zuni, mostly in rainfed-runoff agriculture, with
some fields located nearly 100 km from the Pueblo of Zuni (Ferguson and Hart
1985; Sitgreaves 1853),
Through the early 19005, most Zuni fields were situated on valley margins to
take advantage of storm runoff floodwaters (Brandt 1995; Hart 1995), Zuni also
farmed on floodplains around the Pueblo of Zuni .nd near the farming villages
of Nutria, l'escado, and Ojo Caliente, where spring-fed reservoirs and canal and
ditch systems facilitated some irrigated crop production (Figure 1). The combinalion of floodwater and irrigated fields spread risks and improved the likelihood
of obtaining sufficient maize yield to supply Zuni current needs and maintain a
two-year reserve, Surplus maize was traded with other Native communities, the
U.S, milHary, settlers, and other emigrants during the mid- to late nineteenth
century (Hart 1995). By the late 18005, the traditional territory med by the Zuni
had been reduced by 60% to some 2.5 million ha (Cleveland et aL 1995; Hart
1995), At the beginning of the twentieth century, 52% of cultivated land was runoff
fanned (Graham 1990; Hart 1995),
Early tw"",tieth-century federal government programs initiated large dam
and irrigation projects with the intent of assimilating and transforming Zuni agriculture into the irrigated agriculture norm of the wc'Stern US. (Worster 1985).
These programs shifted agriculture from primarily traditional valley margin
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fields to the floodplains, which tend to have poorer soils (including highly clayey
or sadie soils) and are more prone to frost. Spring-fud irrigated agriculture had
been traditionally practiced along the main valleys, but the government-imposed
programs radically altered and disrupted traditional Zuni agriculture. Most Zuni
moved into the Pueblo of Zuni or Blackrock, leaVing few people in the outlying
farming villages. Extensive erosion and gully or arroyo downcutting during the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries further restricted floodwater farming
in some areas (Hart 1995). Beginning in the 193Os, many areas that had been
runoff farmed became grazing lands in response to fuderal policies favoring livestock production over farming. By 1935, reservation lands consisted of only
137,700 ha, with just 2100 ha cultivated. Gradually the local economy shifted from
reliance on agriculture to wage labor. Although some Zuni continued their customary agricultural practices, most Zuni held non-agricultural jobs, raised livestock, and!or focused their farming efforts on conventional irrigation, producing
alfalfa and ether forages for caltle and sheep. During the twentieth century, traditional agriculture and knowledge were largely disregarded, and traditional runoff agriculture declined greatly (Cleveland et a!' 1995; Hart 1995). By the early
19905, fewer than 600 ha were cultivated, with just 18% of the cultivated land still
runoff farmed (Graham 1990; Hart 1995). Despite disruptions and changes, maize
production still plays a vital role in Zuni culture and some traditional runoff
maize production persists (Bohrer 1%0; Manolescu 1994; Norton et aL 1998; Pawluk 1995).
During the last decade, environmental, cultural, and economic concerns led
to the formation of the Zuni Conservation and Sustainable Agriculture Programs,
made possible by the Zuni Conservation Act of 1990; the Act resolved the Zuni
lawsuit against the US. government for land damages resulting partially from
forced agricultural and other land use changes (Hart, 1995). These tribal programs
were established, in part, to revitalize traditional agricultural practices. As part
of that effort, a series of agroecological studie:; were undertaken to better understand the function and structure of Zuni traditional runoff agriculture (Havener
1999; Homburg 2000; Norton 2000; Sandor et a!' 1999). Specific objectives of the
study reported here were to:
1. Document contemporary Zuni runoff crop production practices; and
2. Explore the general relationships among management, field characteristics,
and maize productivity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fields.-Field characteristics, production practices, and productivity of four runoff
fields of Zuni fanners were documented. The study focused on these four fields
for several reasons:

• A rapport with the farmer-cooperators had previously been established;
• Fields were activelv cultivated in 1998; and
• Fields were located in the farming districts of Pescado and Nutria, pretustorically and historically important farming areas of the reservation (Figure
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1), Controlled cropping experiments and other portions of the larger agroecology study were also located in these districts.

Weather Daul.-A Campbell Scientific remote weather-precipitation station was installed at one of the controlled cropping experiment fields located in the Bear
Canyon unit of the Nutria farming district (Fignre 1), Daily minimnm and maximum air temperatures and rain events were recorded for May 20 through August
21. Two funnel and collection devices were installed adjacent to each of the two
experimental fields to measure rainfall and to sample precipitation for nutrient
content.
Soil Injormation,-Fields were situated on alluvial fans, the traditional setting of
runoff fields. Each field was subdivided into three areas based on alluvial fan
position: upper, middle, and lower fan. In each fan position of each field, four
surface soil samples wcre collected from the upper 15 em, approximating the
depth of the plow zone; these four samples were combined and a subsample of
the composite was analyzed. The Nutria field surface soil sampling, conducted
as part of the larger agroecology study, used a different sampling scheme in that
samples were collected along two transects in the center of the field (Homburg
2(00). Surface samples were analyzed for soil texture, pH, nitrate-nitrogen, plantavailable phosphorus, and organic matter content; potassium was not determined
because it is usually not limiting in the soils of this region (Sandor and Gersper
1988).
Soil profiles were described and classified according to standard methods
(Soil Survey Staff 1993, 1999) in 1 X 1 m or 1 X 2 m pits excavated to a depth 01
0.75 to 1.5 m in each field,
Particle size distributions were determL'1.ed using the sieve and pipette method (Klute 1986: Method 15,4) with samples pretreated with a 30% hydrogen peroxide reagent for digestion of organic matter and a sodium hexametaphosphate
solution for clay dispersion,
Chemical analyses were performed by the Iowa State University Soil Testing
Laboratory. Air-dried soil samples were silted through a 2-mm sieve in preparation for analyses. Soil pH was measured electrometrically using a 1:1 suspension
(weight basis) of soil and distilled water using a glass electrode (Page et at 1982:
Method 12-2.6). Available phosphorus was measured using the Olsen extraction
method (Page et aL 1982: Method 24-5.5.20; extract of 0.5 M NaHC03 at pH 8).
Nitrate-nitrogen was determined calorimetrically (Page et a!. 1982: Method 33-8).
Percent organic matter was determined by combustion (Page et aL 1982: Method
29-4).
Field Management.--Fields were managed by the farmers in their usual ways to
produce their traditional, open-pollinated maize cultivars and other crops, Wilmer
Quandelacy and his brothers manage the Elk, Nutria, and Bear Canyon fields.
Stanley Sanchez and Carmichael Laiwakete manage the Pescado field,
Information was obtained primarily through in-field visits and discussions
with the farmers during the 1998 groWing season. lnfomlation collected for each
field indtided recent field history; spedfic crops and cultivars grown, and seed
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FIGURE 2,~Field maps showing draiulIges and approximate locations of plots within each
field. Each plot is 5 X 5 m. a) Nutria; b) Bear Canyon; and c} Elk fields. Pescado field is
not shown. Maps are oriented ,""rith upslope shown at the top. (Original maps by Troy
Lucio,)

sources; planting
depth, and method; harvest date; tillage; water and soil
management; and weed and
management practices.

Maize Data.-Each field was mapped and divided into a grid of 5

X 5 m areas
("plots"), with each plot assigned an identifying number. Plots were selected to
obtain a representative sampling of each field (Figure 2):
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1. Each field was SlTatified into large sections based on alluvial fan position
and other field features;
2. To obtain a representative sampling of each part of the field, two to four
numbers were randomly drawn from a pool containing all of the plot numbers within each stratified section of the field, for a total of ten plots per
field.
3. 'INhere a selected plot was at the field margin, the next adjacent plot towards the interior of the field was substituted to diminish any edge or
border effects.
4. In fields intercropped ,,~th other crops, only those plots also containing
maize were sampled.
The ten s"lected plots in each field were outlined with flagging tape or string to
facilitate monitoring throughout the growing season.
Maize data were collected from each of the ten plots in eadi field. These data
included stand density, total number of ears, and grain yield of each plot. Maize
population density was determined in late July and early August by counting and
multiplying the total number of hills and number of plants in five random hills
in each plot: Plants/plot ~ (number of hills/plot) X (mean number of plants in
five hills in the plot).
Weed pressure was Visually estimated relative to crop plants growing in the
field. Weed pressure ratings were defined as:
• "Minimal"-·About 25% 01' less of the plants growing in the field were
weeds (i.e., non-crop species);
• "Moderate"-Weeds comprised approXimately half of the plants in the
field; and
• "Severe"-Weeds were the dominant vegetation in the field.
Harvest occurred on 6, 7, and 9 October 1998. Only those ears deemed sufficiently mature by the farmers were induded in the harvest. Harvested ears were
counted, dried, hand-shelled, and grain weighed to determine yield. Ears lacking
any harvestable grain were not induded in the count of number of ears per plot

Statistical Analysis.-Summary statistics, correlation coefficients, and coefficients
of variation (CV) were calculated using the standard functions in Microsoft Excel'"
2000. Data are reported as means and standard error (:t: SE).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Zuni farmers report that maize, beans, squash, and melons are produced for
household consumption, to share with community members, to generate seed, to
maintain land use rights, and because farming is a time-honored activity (Bohrer
1960; Brandt 1992; Manolescu 1994). Crop production, however, is not the primary
economic activity of most Zuni farmers today, including the farmer-cooperators
in this study (Brandt 1992; Cleveland et al. 1995; Manolescu 1994). Farmers note
that fields are often left unplanted due to the lack of time, water, equipment, or
other production conslTaints. Although these constraints also often limit their
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farming activities, the farmers in this study plant maize in one or more fields
every year.
One farmer and his family have fields in both the Pescado and Nutria fanning
districts, whereas the other fanner-cooperators have several fields in different
landscape settings in the Pescado district Most Zuni farmers have two or more
fields, often in different parts of the reservation (Manolescu 1994). The use of
scattered multiple fields traditionally served to buffer the agricultural system
against crop failure (Cleveland et aL 1995; Ferguson and Hart 1985). Overall yield
stability results from dilferences in growing season conditions (moisture and temperature), soils, and pests among diverse field locations.

Field Clmractcristics.-Farrners in thi' study report that field selection is based on
several criteria:
• land use rights;
• probability of the field receiving sufficient water to support crop production;and
• field size and qualities, including soil texture and natural vegetation.
In addition, one fanner specifically avoids areas with sparse or weedy vegetation.
These location criteria are consistent with those reported by others (Cleveland et
a1. 1995; Cushing 1974; Ferguson and Hart 1985; Kintigh 1985; Manolescu 1994;
Norton 2000; Pawluk 1995; Prevost et a1. 1993).
The four fields studied are situated to receive storm floodwaters from upslope. One of the two fields in ea(h farming district studied was situated in an
upper alluvial fan and the other field was located more distally on a fan.
Mean elevation of these four fields is 2079 m. Known fields in the Pescado
and Nutria areas are concentrated between 2000 and 2150 rn elevation. Zuni and
Navajo have farmed a few sites in the area at elevations up to 2250 m (Ferguson
1985; Rhode 1990). In an archaeological survey of Zuni agricultural sites, Rhode
(1990) found that the majority of sites occur between 2010 and 2075 ffi, with an
overall range of 1950 to 2250 m. Cold temperatures ordinarily make the growing
season length too short for maize production at elevations much above 2200 m in
this region (Brandt 1995; Sandor 1995).
Historically, the cropped area of these fields was substantially greater than
the area cultivated in 1998 (Table 1). The cultivated area of these fields averaged
0.69 ha (=: 0.37); the three fields managed by one family averab",d 0.32 ha. Most
Zuni fields today are an estimated 4 ha or less (Manolescu 1994). Farmers indicate
that time constraints limit the area that they can manage. In addition, they note
that periodically leaVing tlelds or sections of fields uncropped for several years is
important to maintain field productivity. Generally, fields or parts of fields are
cropped for two or three years and then left fallow for one to four or more years.
Across the reservation, we observed that fields cropped for more than several
consecutive years tended to exhibit nutrient deficiencies. Tile effectiveness of fallowing to accumulate nutrients or disrupt pest cycles depends on the length of
the fallow period and the field's vegetation during the fallow period.
Bear Canyon field was in its second consecutive year of cropping; the farmer
estimated that it had been fallow for the previous 10 to 12 years. The Nutria field
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Field
name

Fanning district

----

Landform

---

shed
size
(ha)

e)evafion
(m)

Field
size

upper alluvial
f;m
lower fan

Elk

Peseado

upper Ian

52
28

Pescado

Pescado

middle fan

1201

area Slope
(ha)

(%)

2067

2.9

0.3

3

2070

l3.8
0.4

03
0.4
18

5

--_.~---~.

39

Bear Can- Lower Nutria (Bear
yon
Canyon Unit)
Nutria
Lower' Nutria

__

(ha)

Cultivated

2100
2080

2 to 7'

.• - ..•

3

3

}Data from Norlon (1996:62).
Data from Graham (lQ90;(9). Historically, the {:mpFRd area of this Held has ranged behveen 2 and
7 ha.

2

had been cropped for about five consecutive years. Crop production at the Pescado field rotates every couple of years between two large sections; the section
cropped in 1998 was in its second successive year of production. To the farmers'
knowledge, Elk field had not been cropped before they cleared the site of sage·
brush and pinyon for the 1997 growing season. This new field was developed
because the farmer wanted to try a new site and this one satisfied his criteria; the
family had land use rights to the site; he had observed that water flowed onto
the site from two directions; it had sandy surface soil and vigorous, but not
weedy, vegetation; and it was accessible by truck With fhe exception of Elk field,
rlstorical dnd arehaeological evidence indicate that the other three fields have
been cropped occasionally since at least An 1000 (Homburg 2000).
Soil classification and physical properties. Soils in mosl of the fields are classified as Alfisols, and all four fields have loamy to sandy surface textures (Table
2). Among his selection criteria, one farmer evaluates potential field sites based
on soil texture, favoring those with sandy surface soils. Medium to moderately
coarse surface soil textures, such dS sandy loam and loarns, are well suited for
crop production because 01 their favorable water infiltration and water-holding
properties, aeration, and plant-available nutrients (Brady and Weil 2002). Surface
soil particle size sorting was evident in eaell field, generally resulting in coarser
textures in the upper field areas with day and silt increasing and sand decreasing
downslope (Table 2). Helds situated more distally on alluvial fans exhibited nearly
twice the clay content in the upper 15 em than did fields located on upper alluvial
fans, averaging 24% and 13% clay, respecliveIy. The trend of coarser to finer particle sizes from upper to lower parts of alluvial fans agrees with observations
from other studies at Zuni (J:fumburg 2000; Norton 1996; Pawluk 1995) and with
general knowledge of alluvial fan geomorphology (e.g., Waters 1992)
Stratification in the soil profile of each field demonstrates rerurring depositional events interspersed wilh soil horizons marking periods of geomorphic slability (Homburg 2000). Soil development is indicated by the accumulation of iIluv!al day, forming argillic horizons. Elk field is a good example of a field haVing
younger, coarser alluvial fan sediment overlying stratified alluvium and a buried
argillic horizon. Compared to its overlying topsoils, plant available moisture was
57% greater on a relative basis. and 7% greater on an absolute basis in argillic
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TABLE 2.-·Surface soil

__

(O~15

fields.
.
.
~
.

em) ph}'sical properties and soH taxonomic classification of

I{elative field
position of

Field name surface
Bear Canyon upper
mid-field
lower

Mean
Nutria 1

upper midfield
upper midfield
mid-field
mid-field
Mean

Elk

__

13

upper
mid-field
lower

.
~
~
-

..

.
~
~
-

..- -....

Sand Silt Clay
con- con- canterlt tent trot

Textural

(%)

(%)

class

72.5
69.9
51.8
64.7

18.0 9.5 sand loam
18.9 11.2 sandy loam
32.0 16,1 loam
23.0 123

49

30

21
41
16
32

49

(%)

21

-.~~-

loam

..

Soil
classification

Fine-loamy, mixed,
mesic l Addie Ha-

plustaJ!"
Fine-loomy, mixed,
mesic, Addie Ha~

pJustalf
30
36
23
52
32
42
26
74.3 15.3 10.4
66.1 17.2 16.7
61.3 25.9 12.8

clay 100m
IOaIn

silty clay loam
sandy loam
S;;md\' loam
sandy loam

Coarse-loamy, mixed?
nonacid, meslcr

Aridic UstifJuvent
with buried argillic horizon

Jvk..an
Pescado

67.2 19.5 13,3

upper mid-

field
mid-field
lower
!vlean
_
.
_
_
.
_
_
.
_
~

55.6 26,6 17,8 sandY loam
45,7 34,5 J9,8 loam:
28,6 45,0 26.4 loam
43.3
35.4 21.3
.. __

Fine-loamy, mixed,
mesic, Aridic Ha-

plustalf. Minimally
developed argillic
horizon

__.-

. _ - _ . ~ _ .

, Data from Homburg (2000,240)
2 Soil profile '!:XCi1vat&l about 100 m dov,.'Tlslope on same alluvial fan as cultivated field.

horizons in the Pescado field (Homburg 2000:98), Fields having soil profiles with
coarser textured surface layers underlain by argillic horizons would favor crop
production in runoff systems, The stratification and argillic horizon help retain
moisture within the crop rooting zone, The coarser surface promotes rapid water
infiltration, and the underlying more clayey zone holds water in the root zone,
reducing percolation losses (Homburg 2000; Sandor 1995), In addition, a coarser
surface reduces evaporative losses due to the larger pore size and concomitant
reduced upward capillary movement of water,
Zuni clearly recognize the relationship between soil moisture and soil texture
(Norton 2000; Pawluk 1995), Cushing (1974:181), writing in the 1880s, noted that
n, ' , the little drifts of sandy soil protect the lroderlying loam in which the kernels
are embedded, , , ." Other Native Americans in the region similarly select nmoff
fields with coarser surface layers underlain by more clayey zones, including the
Tohono O'odham (Nabhan 1984) and Hopi (Bradfield 1971; Hack 1942; Prevost et
al. 1984),
Soil chemical properties, Farmers in this study do not apply synthetic fer til-
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TABLE 3.--Surface s01l

relative field

em) chemical

Organic
Relative field

matter

location of
Field name
Bear Canyon

surface

upper
mid-field
lower
Mean

Nutria

upper mid-field
upper mid-field
mid-fit'ld
mid-field

Mean
Elk

upper
mid-field
lower

i\1ean

Pescado

Available P Nitrate-N

content

ry,,}

7,0
6.9
7.0
7.0

2
4
<1*
2

2.1
7
13

8.0

8

19

78

6
ry
,

34

12
25
3.8

13

2.7

18

4.5

7.9

6
6

21

3.4

7.0

()

13

1.2

7.1
6.6
6.9

2
1

8

0.9

23

.1

14

1.7
12

7.9
7.8

12

1.8
1.9
2.8

upper mid·field

7.6
7.5

6
6

10

mid-field

lower
Mean

7.1

8

26

1.7
2.1
35

7.4

6

18

2.4

17

, Available P in this sample was. below detectable level and treated ;'IS zero in calculation of field meal'.

izers or manure to their fields; throughout the Southwest,
amendments
are generally not used in traditional systems (Sandor 1995). Because horses are
pastured in the Pescado field following harvest and cattle are sometimes grazed
in the Nutria field, these fields receive some minimal manure input; other fields
may be
by sheep. These
attribute the fertility of their fields to stonn runoff and materials it deposits on the fields, and to
perlodit: fallOWing. The contribution of runoff to soil fertility has been recognized
by generations of Zuni (Cushing 1974; MartolesCll 1994; Pawluk 1995). Cushing
(1974)
Zuni management of stonn runoff
the
of
not only irrigating the crop, but enriching the soil as welL
important relationship between landscape processes and soil qualities is also embedded in Zuni
soil terms;
example, the Zuni word for the materials transported by runoff
translates to "tree soil/'
upslope sOt11'ce
the or~;an.[c
(Pawluk 1995).
Soil and nutrient analyses showed that the tour fields have optimum to somewhat alkaline pH for maize growth and adequate macronutrients for these 1m\'
crop density systems.
soil pH in the upper 15 ern of
fOUl: fields is 7.3
0.2) ('fable 3). Twelve Zuni field areas surveyed by Manoles<;u (1994) exhibited
somewhat higher pH, ranging from 7.2 to 7.7, and averaging
Optimum pH
for maize Is benveen
70 (Olson and Sander 1988).
N, of the four fields averaged
Nitrate-nitrogen, a plant-available form
mg/kg
La}, and available P averaged 4.3 mg/kg
1.0) (Table 3). Nitrabonitrogen in each of these fields was considembly greater than, and available P
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was similar to, that reported for 12 other Zuni farmer fields, which averaged 4,9
mg/kg nitrate-nitrogen and 5,9 mg/kg available P (Manolescu 1994), SoiLs of the
controlled experiment fields of the larger agroecology study had 8,5 mg/kg available P (Homburg 2000); nitrogen mineralization studies of these soils shOlNed
average nitrate-nitrogen of 2,6 (± 0.4) to 22.2 (±1.4) mg/kg at 0 and 70 days
incubation, respectively, and average ammonium, another plant-available form of
N, ranged from 23 (± 0,1) to 0.5 (± 0,0) mg/kg at and 70 days incubation,
respectively (Carl S, V'vhite, unpublished datal), Available N varies during the
Season with moisture, temperature, and microbial activity (Brady and Weil2002),
Although maize in this system is planted deeply, it is likely that roots are present
in this upper soil layer, Maize adventitious roots, arising from basal nodes of the
stem, are commonly located near the soil surface regardless of seeding depth;
adventitious roots were observed in Zuni maize, TI,ese roots extract nutrients and
water frOln upper soil layers.
Specific crop nutrient requirements in many soils in the Southwest are not
well understood, The amounts of nitrate-nitrogen and available P at each field are
interpreted as moderate and low, respectively, based on the nutrient requirements
established for conventional commercial agricultural production in New Mexico;
conventional systems, however, require relatively higher amounts of nutrients to
support higher plant population densities and high yields, Nitrate-nitrogen
amounts between 10 and 30 mg/kg are considered moderate (Cihacek et aJ. 1992),
Available P levels below 8 mg/kg are rated as very low, In Arizona soils, however,
avail"ble P levels greater than 5 mg/kg are considered sufficient (Doerge 1985),
The lack of nutrient deficiency symptoms in the farmers' fields, with the exception
of the Pescado field, suggests that nutrient levels were adequate to support these
low-density crops (9650 plants/ha), Maize plants in the Pescado field were stunted and displayed symptoms of P deficiency, likely resulting from severe weed
competition for both nutrients and water. When water becomes limiting, nutrient
uptake can become restricted.
Agricultural soils in semiarid environments are commonly deficient in N
(Ludwig 1987; Nabhan 1984; Sandor and Gersper 1988; West 1991). In this runoff
agricultural system, however, stann flows transport organic matter, sediments,
and nutrients to fields. As water flows over the landscape, nutrients are dissolved
and transported. Analyses of nmoff water collected at the controlled experiment
fields indicate that these waters deliver N and other nutrients from the watershed
to the field (Norton 2000), In addition, precipitation itself contributes plant usable
forms of N (nitrate-nitrogen and ammonium) to the system (v,,'hite and Thomas
1999).
Soil organisms and watershed vegetation also likely contribute to the nutrient
status of the fields (Havener et al. 1999), Soil microbial biomass did not differ
Significantly bet1Neen cultivated and uncultivated soils at Zuni, contrary to the
trend of decreased microorganisms in conventional production fields in the US,
Com Belt (Havener 1999), field-grown Zuni maize roots exhibit substantial
amounts of mycorrhiza formation. Nutrient uptake of some unimproved maize
cultivars can be enhanced by mycorrhizae (Khalil et al. 1994); the effect of mycorrhizal infection on Zuni maize has not been tested, Vegetation mapping of
watersheds above fields in the Pescado and Nutria districts, induding the Pescado
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field watershed, revealed the common occurrence of symbiotic nitrogen-fixing
plants: lupine (Lupinus spp.), scurfpea (Psorale.a /unuflora), deer vetch (Lotus
wright;;), and mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus man/anus), actinomycete nodulated vascular plants, and cryptogamic crusts (Havener 1999; Homburg 2000; Norton
1996). Symbiotic soil bacteria that associate with legumes convert atmosphenc N
into a form usahle by plants. Cryptogamic crusts are a symbiotic associations of
fungi and algae that also fix N. Cryptogamic crusts are important sources of N
in semiarid ecosystems (Metting 1991). In addition to nutrients dissolved in runoff
'vater, the organic debris deposited on fields by storm flows provides nutrients
as the debris decomposes (Norton 2000).
Organic matter averaged 2.3% (± 0.5) by mass. Typically, soils developed in
semiarid zones are low in organic malter, near 0 to about 3 or 4% (Klemmedson
1989). Organic matter contributes to soil water-holding capacity and nutrient
availability for nop production (Brady and Wei! 2002).
Based on his fieldwork in the early ]880s, Cushing (1974:164-]66, 18]) noted
the importance of runoff to renew soil fertility and the use of an in-field fallowing
system in which the new crop was planted about 10 to 12 em east of the previous
years' row of crop stubble to avoid successively planting in the same place. The
stubble also served as a windbreak, causing wind-blown sediment to be deposited
on the leeward side of the stubble. Wind barriers of brush were erected on the
western edges of fields to promote accumulation of eolian sediment. These windbreaks may also have reduced seedling desiccation by the dry spring winds. Zuni
have long understood the dynamics of landscape processes relative to crop production.

Precipitation and Rurwff -Summer rains in the Pescado and Nutria districts in 1998
occurred in a typical pattern. beginning in early July. Rain events were noted, but
amounts were not recorded at the farmers' fields. Mid-May through mid-September 1998, 170 mm and 175 mm rain was received at the controlled experiment
fields located in the Bear Canyon and Nutria areas, respectively, about 10 to 12%
above average; mean precipitation for this period near Blackrock is 155 mm (Kintigh 1985). These rain amounts, however, are near the lower limit for maize production.
Maize is generally produced in areas receiving at least 250 mm precipitation
annually, or 150 mm during the growing season (Shaw 1988). To produce high
yields, maize requires an estimated total of 500 to 800 mm water ,luring the
growing season (Critchley and Siegert 1991). Daily consumptive water use can
average more than 6 mm in semiarid to arid climates (Rhoads and Yonts 1984);
at Clovis, Ne;v Mexico, maize potential daily water use rates range from 7.5 to
9.8 mm/day (Abdul-Jabbar et al. 1983). The actual amount of growing season rain
needed for productivity, however, varies with th" specific maize cultivar, root
l"ngth density, plant population density, growing season length, stored soil moisture, rain temporal distribution relative to crop developmental stages, atmospheric
water demand (which depends on solar radiation, temperature, wind, and humidity), and irrigation or other water supplements. Greater yields are generally
obtained with greater moisture availability (Rhoads and Bennett 1990). The mois-
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FIGURE 3.-Runoff components: a) runoff
field with stonn
c) sediments
hill.

~vater;

on

17

debris and sediments washed into
and d) debris caught

maize

ture requirement or responsiveness of Zuni maize has not been specifically examined.
Rain was sufficient to generate two runoff events at the Pescado and Nutria
fields; three at the Elk field, and tyvo or three at the Bear Canyon field (after some
storms, muddy
prevented field access to chetek for runoff). After each runoff

event, aI) assortment
debris "''as observed on !:he field. Storm runoff water
washes sediments and organic materials in various stages of decomposition into
fields from upslope; such materials often accumulate arQund the bast>s of maize
hills (Figure 3). The frequency of summer runoff events observed in 1998 corroborate farmers' perceptions of the usual number of such events on their respective
fields: one or more at Pescado, and two to three events at the other fields,
Runoff amount and frequenc]' is a function of the area of the watershed, the
amount and intensity of the rainstorm, slope, 8011 permeability, type and density
of vegetative cover, surface litter or stones, and antecedent soil moisture (Shreve
1934), In arid regions, smaller watersheds have a greater frequency of runoff
events and
runoff yield per unit area (Osborn and Renard 1970). The
number of rU11()ff events observed in 1998 in these fields is consistent with the
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general inverse relationship between watershed area and runoff frequency in arid
environments. Elk and Bear Canyon fields have smaller watersheds than the Nutria and Pescado fields and would be expected to have more frequent runoff
events with greater wat~'r yield (Table 1). The effective size of the Nutria field
watershed, however, is reduced by a road perpendicular to the slope, about 100
m above the field; the road interrupts storm flows from upslope, dlanneHng runoff away from the field. Elk field is situated at the confluence of multiple ephemeral waterways near the base of a mesa, increasing its opportunity for runoff
Runoff events at Bear Canyon had sufficient volwne and velocity to cause some
plant washouts and soil erosion; damaged plants were propped up by "hilling"
to improve plant standability against wind and flood. Zuni farmers, like other
Native American farmers, traditionally hilled or pushed soil up around the base
of maize plants as they hoed weeds, adding structural strength to the plant duster
(e.g., Biggar 1918; Castetter and BeI11942:175; Cushing 1974:203; Will and Hyde
1917:83; Wilson 1987:26). Altnougn hilling was observed in some Zuni fields, the
fanners in this study did not routinely hill because of time constraints. To slow
water velocity and reduce the risks of washouts and erosion, the farmer later
installed earthen berms and brush and rock barriers in the Bear Canyon field.
The other three fields in this study had no current water or erosion control struc-

tures. Control structures were observed in other cultivated and uncultivated Zuni
fields. Traditionally, runoff was actively managed with control structures to keep
large debris off the field, to slow water to promote infiltration, and to reduce
erosion and plant washouts (Brandt 1995; Cushing 1974; Ferguson and Hart 1985;
Kintigh 1985; Norton and Laahty 1999).
Direct rain, together with storm floodwaters, apparently provided adequate
water to support the crop in the Elk and Bear Canyon fields; maize plants in these
fields exhibited mild wilting for only brief intervals. Nutria and Pescado fields
showed water-deficit stress symptoms more often and for longer durations, apparently because of less water and greater interplant andlor weed competition;
the Nutria fieid had a relatively hign plant population density, and both fields
had greater weed pressure than the other fields.

Produ£tron Praetices.--Crop management today is commonly determined by availability of time, equipment, and transportation to the fields (Brandt 1992; Manolescu 1994). Each of the fields is at least 30 km from the Pueblo of Zuni, where
the farmers reside. Maize production is important to these farmers, but it is not
their main economic activity. As a result, production practices varie<..l somewhat

among farmers and fields, with some fields receiving more attention than others.
One of the main objectives of cropping the Pescado field was to retain use rights
and for pasturing horses after the maize harvest; management of this field was
limited to field preparation, planting, and harvesting. The stated reasons for cropping the other fields were to obtain sufficient maize to satisfy the family's needs,
produce seed for the next season and to share with other community members,
and because farming is enjoyable.
Maize cultivars. Farmers in this study usually produce at least two Zuni folk
varieties of open-pollinated maize; these cultivars have a mix of flinty and floury
endosperrn.s. Farmers define maize type based on kernel color. Both white and
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blue maize were produced in each of the four fields; these are the most common
types grown at Zuni (Bohrer 1960; Brandt 1992; ManoJescu 1994), Zuni red maize
and sweel corn were also planted in the Pescado field,
Farmers report that the type and amount of maize they plant depends on
ne€d. Grain is used for direct human consumption, ceremony~ and seed; vegetative parts are used for livestock fodder. Like most Zuni farmers, these fanners
save their own seed from year to year, occasionally obtaining seed Irom other
community members, Some Zuni farmers aJso obtain seed from other Native
American communities in the area, including Hopi and Acoma. Nearly 75% of 50
Zuni households surveyed grow Zuni folk varieties of maize (Brandt 1992); these
cultivars are believed to perfonn better than commercial varieties or those obtained from the Rio Grande pueblos in central New Mexico.
Dilferent maize types were sown in different parts of each of the fields monitored, Sweet corn was planted in the center of the Pescado field to "hide" it from
the elk and other herbivores, Planting the maize types separately in a field is a
matter of convenience (Figure 4). Farmers do not consider cross-pollination among
maize types a problem because the types "do not mix;" we observed that these
types tend to flower at different times, which reduces the probability of cr05S~
pollination among cullivars.
Planting practices. Fields were planted between 13 May and 1 June 1998.
These farmers preier to plant earlier, as earJy as temperatures permit, and consider early June to be the latest for planting maize. Other fanners also report that
planting OCcurs as early as mid-April and should be complete before June (Manoleseu 1994). During the late nineteenth century, Zuni commonly planted in May
(Cushing 1974:174). li:mperature and water-deficits are the main production constraints at Zuni and throughout the southwestern US. Planting as early as temperatures pemlit increases the hkelihood of sufficient moisture availability for
germination and emergence, and attainment of crop maturity before faU frost.
Cold temperatures delimit the growing season at Zuni. In the eastern part of
the reservation, the growing season ordinarily extends from late April or early
May through late September or early October, The temperahlre range for normal
maize growth is approximately 8 or 10 to 40"C with optimum growth occurring
at about 30"C, assuming water is not limiting (Shaw 1988). Maize usually survives
at ambient temperatures between-4 and 50"C, although injury will occur at
either temperature extreme. Although temperatures may remain above freezing,
spring temperatures at Zuni are often cool and early summer frosts are not uncommon at these eJevations (about 2000 to 2150 m). Frost occurred in the Nutria
fanning clistrict as Jate as July 1 in 1997 and June 19 in 1998, causing some tissue
damage but not plant death.
Mean daily air temperature for the 1998 grOWing season at the controlled
experiment field located in the Bear Canyon area was relatively cool, 16,8°C; season mean daily maximum and minimum temperatures were 27.3 and 6A"C, respectively. May through September mean temperature at Blackrock is 18,6"C (Kintigh 1985). Maize generally requires a summer average minimllm temperature
greater than 13°C (Shaw 1988). Because of frequent exposure to cooJ temperatures
over generations, Zuni maize has Iikcly evolved mechanisms that confer cold toJerance; cold tolerance of these cultivars has not been documented.
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FIGURE 4.~Schematks of the planting patterns by maize cultivar type in the Nutria, Pescado, Bear Canyon, and Elk fields, 1998, Pinto bean, watermelon, and pumpkin were interspersed randomly in the Bear
pinto bean was planted In one of the "cirde:"" o.f the Pescado field. Not to

Temperature has a direct
on the rate of development, with cooler temperatures slowing and warmer temperatures hastening growth and development.
Depending on temperature fluctuations, the number of days needed to attain maturity can vary widely from year to
produced in this study
reqUired about 1215 days to attain maturity.
Zuni blue maize produced
in the experimental fields has a reputed maturity
of 95 to 120
nearly
130 days from planting was reqUired to reach maturity in 1998 (Muenchrath,
unpublished data). Cool soil temperatures at planting may have hindered
min.ation and emergence, and the relatively cool air temperatures
slowed
developmental processes and d.elayed maturity. Hopi maize, adapted to northeastern Arizona and commonly traded with Zuni, matures in 115 to 130 days
(Bradfield 1971).

All four fields were prepared for planting by plmving. The Pescado field v..<lS
disked after plowing, creating a rough seedbed with many large clods. While
disking, the driver planted seed by dropping two to three kernels at a time from
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TABLE 4.~rJrodudion pradlc€$ as reported by farmers or measured. Bear Canyon, Nutria,
and Elk fields are
by a single extended filrnily; Pescado field is
by 1:\"1'0
other farmers.
Seeds

Field name

Planting
date
1998

Bear Canyon

June

Nutria

'

Elk
Pescado

Actual hill

--~'--'~-"-'--

.

ber)

(m)

15
15

4

15 to 2,5'
1.5 to 25'
1.5 to 2.5'
Unsure

Mav 15

blue and white
blue and white
blue and white

15-20

4

May' 25

blu~.

15-30

2-3

Ma~'13

Farmers reported hili
to 2.5 HI,

1

Zuni maize
(seed color or

Hill spacing,
pian ted appwx.
equidistant
Plan ting per hill
Stated
A,tuaF
depth (num'

whitt\. n."d,
and sweet

as U3

t~l

4 steps:' a distance

cakulated from mean .hill

4

,'\~timated

1,3
0.6
1.1
3.7

to be equh'dlent to about 1.5

pet' plot.

his hand, beginning in the middle of the field and proceeding in concentric pass~
es. Seed type was changed wherever the seed supply of one type ran out (Figure
4). The Bear Canyon and Elk fields were also planted by the tractor drivel' dropping about four seeds together into the furrow opened during the previous pass
of the plOW and adjacet'lt to the tractor. In the Nutria field, people walking behind
the tractor hand planted
usually placing four kemels together into the side
or bottom of the furrow, wherever the soH seemed "softer:' Seed is covered as
the next furrow is plO'wed. Nutria and Elk fields were harrowed the day after
plowing and planting to break up soil clods, to better ~over seed, and to smooth
the field surface; the farmer was unable to get to the Bear Canyon field to harrow
it. Other Zuni farmers use similar field preparation and planting
sowing
ti~'O to five seeds per duster (Manolescu 1994).
Traditionally maize was sown by hand using a digging or planting stick to
open a hole in the soil for set.'ti placement (Cushing 1974:175). Fanners recognize
that this traditional 'no-tiU' approach conserves soil moisture by limiting the soU
volume opened and exposed to the dry, windy conditions (Ford 1985), Soil mois·
ture accumulated during the winter is relied On for germination and seedling
establishment. Zuni springs are usually dry and windy, reducing moisture availability as the season progresses until the summer rains arrive, usually in July,
Cushing (1974<:181) wrote that the ". .. country ot the Zunis is so dry that the
seeds have to be planted to great depths~-e;;en at the expense of great delay in
their growth, I i usually at about 10 to 18 em; 12 to 20 kerneL,;; were planted in each
hole, in part, because It wa.'> expet.i:ed that some would not emerge succeSSfully.
Collins (1914:299) notes that ",. .
is no fixed depth for planting, the custom
being to plant deep enough to place the seed in moist soil/' commonly at depths
of 15 to 45 em, Although the desired planting depth is still based on the location
of moist S(.Jil, actual planting depth is now largely determined by plowing depth;
planted at
to 30 em in
fields were plowed to depths of 15 to 40 em and
em is
common
this study (Table 4). Manolescu (1994) reports that 1:5 to
planting depth used at Zuni today.
Seeds will not gemlinate in dry soil. 11mB, farmers are reluctant to risk seed
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hills per plot, and estimated
error indicates the vm,iar)i!ilty

and resulting
within field.

Plants

Field name
Bear

L"'ltV,"'"

~utria

Elk
Pescado
Across Fields:

5£

Mean
1.9
2.4

10.5

2.0
1.1

11.1
6.1
11.5

1.9

\ Calculated with the formula: Estimalk'd

18.4

0.7
2.9
0.9
1.1

1.1

~hn",,[.,i.,.

20.7
45.6
23.5
6.7
24.1

3.1
8.2
3.6
1.1

3.2

8288
18,248

1229
3~98

lA22

2,680
9,650

448
1,281

[(mean number of plants in 5 random hill$/

"Cl1cl.J!latf:d from the mt'an of 10 plots in earh field: Estimated field pOp'1l1alrion
estimated number of plants/plol)(25 m 1 /plot)(1O,Ol){] m~/ha}}.

jf conditions are dry. Planting decisions are often dependent on spring soil moisture; some Zuni farmers assess soil moisture conditions in March by digging a
test hole in the field (Carol Brandt.. personal communication 2001 2 ). When soil
in our study sometimes soak
conditions are dry in the plow zone, the
seed overnight to two days in spring water to hasten germination. Seed were
soaked before planting at the Elk and Nutria fields in 1998. Soaking seed before
planting, however, did not provide a Significant increase in plant population
sity relative to fields planted with dry kernels (Table 5). Although not mentioned
the farmers in this study, other farmers
is soaked to speed
germination when planting is relatively late (Manolescu 1994). Neither Cushing
(1974) n(Yf Collins (1914) rl;~port that Zuni traditionally waked se€d before plant-

In addition to moisture availability, deep planting (greater than the 5 em
commonly used in commercial maize production systems) may provide other
benefits to the crop. Deep planting can extend the growing season in the spring.
Because the sensitive growing point, or meristematic region, where cells are actively dividing, remains underground longer when planted deeply, the plant is
better protected from late
Above-ground tissues may be frost damaged, but the plant will survive
recover as long as the growing point is not
killed, Deep planting also likely reduces bird predation of seedlings, and better
anchors plants against wind and washout by storm nmoff.
Fanners space dumped maize plantings or "hills" roughly equidistantly,
about "three to four paces" apart, consistent with the traditional spacing used in
the late nineteenth century (Cushing 1974); this
is estimated to be equivalent to about 1.5 to 2.5 m. Actual row spacing in fanners' fields averaged 1.7 m
0.7) (Table 4). Row spacing in nine other Zuni
from 0.8 to 2.2 m
and averaged 1.4 m (Manolescu 1994),
Bean {Phaseolus vulgaris}, watermelon (Citrullus vulgaris), and squash (Cucurtlita maxima)
were broadcast planted at the Nutria and Bear Canyon fields.
The farmers managing Bear Canyon, Nutria, and Elk fields often intercrop these
additional crops with maize, as do other Zuni fanners (Manolescu 1994). Man-
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agers of the Pescado field, however, stated that they do not grow watermelon and
squash in their field because these crops require too mu('h water.

Weed and pest management. Although these farmers know that weeds can
compete with the crop for water and nutrients, weed management is a low priority. No apparent attempt was made to control weeds in the Pescado field. As a
result, the Pescado field exhibited severe weed pressul'e, with pigweed (A maranthus spp.), ragweed (Ambrosia ,pp.), nightshade (Solanum spp,). and wild sunflower (Heiiantlrus annuus L.) as the common weed species present. These farmers were
not concerned about the weeds, and commented that sunflowers"disguise" the
maize from crows. Other Zuni farmers also believe that weeds reduce predation
by crows (Manolescu 1994). At each of the other fields, occasiolh,l hoeing and
hand pulling of weeds was done as lime and transportation to the fields permitted, Hoeing and hand-weeding were observed in a number of other fields. As the
weeds are hoed, soil was sometimes pushed up around the base of maize hills
to provide additional support for crop slandability against floodwaters and wind.
Elk and Bear Canyon fields had minimal weeds, whereas Nutria field exhibited
moderate weed pressure throughout the summer. The greater weed pressure at
the Nutria field likely resulted from a greater accumulation of weed seeds over
more years of cultivation and transport of weed seeds into the field by occasional
caltle grazing. Weeds in the Nutria field induded pigweed, ragweed, tumbleweed
or Russian thistle (Sa/sola k"ll). and field bindweed (Cmmo/vll/lls arums;s L.); bindweed was particularly prevalent in the lower quarter of the field where cattle
more frequently graze after harvests. Maize in weedy sections of fields tended to
be somewhat shorter and wilt more readily than in areas or fields having fewer
weeds, indicating that weeds competed with maize for available water.
Farmers report that elk (Cervu; elaphus) and raven (Corvus corax, commonly
called "crows" by the Zuni) are major maize pests and difficult to control. Some
attempt was made to keep elk out of the Elk field (so named becall5e of the
prevalence of elk in and around the field) by placing large logs and brush across
game trails leading into the field. These measures seemed to be ineffective. interestingly, elk did not graze on or trample maize in plots delineated by flagging
tape in the Elk or other fields, whereas plants in plots outlined with string or
outside the plots in the same fields were damaged by elk. Similarly, flagging tape
woven through the top wire of fencing effectively reduces the incidence cf elk
breaking through or going over fencing in Colorado (McAndrews 2001).
Ravens are notorious for pulling up seedlings and eating grain from developing ears. Scarecrows are sometimes placed in fields in attempts to frighten away
the ravens. Traditionally, these birds were trapped, killed, and hung In fields to
discourage other ravens (Cushing 1974:186-187); a diagram in Cushing (1974:
Plate IV) depicts a field willl string s!rung across it and various objects hung on
the smngs. Although scarecrows and dead ravens were observed in other Zuni
fields, these were not erected in any of the fields in this study. However, in an
eHort to reduce raven damage to developing ears, farmers managing the Elk field
stnmg fishing line above the maize plants between pinyon and juniper trees and
poles made from tree branches. They had observed this method at the controlled
experiment fields of the larger agroecology study and decided to test it themselves. Because the method effectively deterred raven damage in their field, these
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farmers indicated that they would use this approach again. Like other producers,
Zuni farmers often experiment with new methods; their production systems are
dynamic and evolving,
Insects, pathogens, and other animals were not mentioned by any of the farmers in this study as important pests, Farmers surveyed by Brandt (1992) and Manolescu (1994), however, complained about crop damage caused by small animals
and insects, especially grasshoppers (Melan0l'lus spp,),
Plant popUlation density, Plant population density varied widely among fields
(Table 5), Measured plant population densities were within the range of densities
predicted from the planting infonnation provided by the farmers, With four kernels sown per hill and hills spaced roughly 1.5 to 25 ill apart equidistantly, a
population density of 6,400 to 18,000 plants/ha was expected at the Nutria, Bear
Canyon, and Elk fields; actual mean density in these fields was 11,973 plants/ha.
Plant population density is a function of the number of kernels planted per
hill, germination and emergence success, and hills per unit land area. The higher
population density of the Nutria field resulted from its greater number of hills
per plot, 60% greater than in the other fields, and nearly double the mean number
of plants per plot of the four fields. Poor seedbed quality, together with the fewer
kernels sown per hill, likely account for the relatively sparse population density
of the Pescado field; good seed-soil contact is essential for seed uptake of soil
moisture for germination.

Plant density among plots within each field was also highly variable, indicating uneven hill and/ or kernel distribution, and/ or variable germination and
stand establishment success, The difference between the planted population and
actual stand suggests that emergence among the four fields was about 50':'~, similar to the emergence success (53%) of Zuni maize observed in the controlled
experiment fields (Muenchrath, unpublished data). Lack of moisture, cool soil temperature, poor seed quality, and soil mechanical resistance can impede germination and emerge-nce. Although the plant stand is also sometimes reduced by predation of seedlings, farmers in this study did not comment on any early-season
predation and expressed general satisfaction with their stands at mid-summer.
Harvest. Farmers reported that harvest normally occurs in late September or
early October, depending on crop maturity, frost, and time, labor and transportation availability. Mature ears and those judged sufficiently mature by the farmers, at least at the milk stage (or approximately R3 in the staging system of I<itchie
et a1 1997) were hand harvested. Farmers indicated that immature ears and plant
stubble would be lIsed as winter livestock fodder.
Grain Yield.-Crain yield varied among fields, averaging 572.4 kg/ha

180.7)
(Table 6). Pescado field produced no harvestable grain. Its rough seedbed, poor
crop stand, severe weed competition, and predation by elk resulted in few maize
plants and no grain by the end of the season. Grain yield across the other three
fields averaged 7632 kg/ha (:': 200.3), sinlilar to the 750 kg/ha reported as the
common yield produced in Zuni fields in the late nineteenth century (Scott 1893).
Nine Zuni fields sampled in 1992 produced a mean yield of 561.2 kg/ha (± 105,7);
yield of the six rainfed and runoff fields in that sample averaged 625.7 kg/ha (±
142.5) (Manolescu 1994).
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TABLE 6.-crain yield per plot, per plant, and per hectare, and number of harvestable
ears per plant. Standard error of the mean reflects vari3bility among plots within tne field.
Plots in the Pescado field
no

Field name

Calculated grain
Grain vield
yield per plant
per plot
(g/plant)
__ ~ploti~._
lYiean
:: SE
Mean
:t SE

Estimated field
grain yit.'>ld
(kg/ha)

Mean

;;; SF

Ears per plant

f\.1ean :t SE

--------------_.~.~_.~-_.-

Bcar Canyon
Nutria
Elk

Pescado
A<:ross Fields:

631
490
4,603
0
1,430

199
56

38.0

1,407

214.4
0.0
66.7

0
452

14.3

105
29
649
0.0
21.0

252.2
79.5
1.4
0.4
196.1
22.2
0.7
0.1
562.7
1.841.2
2.5
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
572.4
180.7
1.1
0.2
----'---------

Other traditional maize grown in fhe region produce comparable yields.
Mean yield of the four Zuni farmers' fields nearly matches the best yield (585.4
kg/ha) of 35 Hopi fields sampled in 1994, a year that was 36 to 57% drier than
normal at Hopi (Ivlanole5cn 1995); the Hopi fields produced mean yield of 194.3
kg/ha (::': 25.9). Current production practices of Hopi and Zuni farmers are similar. Tohono O'odham "60 day" maize grown under a range of moisture regimes
in central New Mexico produced mean grain yields of 2140 (::': 3(0) kg/ha in 1992
and 510 (::': ]60) kg/ha in 1993 (Muenchrath 1995); Tohono O'odham maize is
customarily produced in runoff systems on the Papago Indian Reservation, located west of Tucson, Arizona in the S<moran Desert.
Mean yield of the three productive Zuni fields is also comparable to, and the
yield of the Elk field (1841 kg/hal exceeds, the general productivity of unimproved open-pollinated cultivars. Before the early 1930s and widespread adoption
of hybrids produced from improved inbred lines, national U.S. maize yield averaged about 1300 kg/ha (Hallauer et a1. 1988; Troyer 1999). For comparison,
modern maize hybrids produced commercially in dryland systems of the US.
Southern Great Plains typically yield 3000 to 4000 kg/ha (Jackson et a!' 1983),
whereas maize grown in the more humid U.S. Com Belt (Indiana, Illinois, Iowa.
Minnesota, and Nebraska) yields about 8200 kg/ha (calculated from NASS-USDA
data, 1990-2000). Commercial production systems commonly use high plant popillation densities, about 50.000 plants/ha, fertiJIzer amendments, and pesticides.
Yield differences among farmers' fields reflect differences in conditions. Killing frost before maturity limited yield in the Bear Canyon field; this field was not
planted until Iune 1. Competition among plants, resulting from the relatively high
plant population density and moderate weed pressure, likely restricted the yield
of the Nutria field. Despite similar inattention, Elk field had few weeds and produced the most grain. The greater productivity of Elk field is attributed to its
minimal weed competition, timely planting, multiple and timely runoff events,
and short field cropping history. Unlike the other fields in this study, Elk field
has no evidence of cultivation prior to 1997; lack of previous cultivation may
account for the minimal weed pressure and, with the exception of elk, no other
apparent pests. Fields that produce the same crop repeatedly often build up detrimental pest populations. Crop rotations and extended fallow periods can diminish or eliminate sud; pest problems. Manolescu (1994) noted similar trends
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between yield and population density, weed pressure, planting date, and fallow
period.
Similar to the relatively high yielding Elk field, the experimental fields had
minimal weed pressure and were planted in mid-May. Elk field, however, produced 45% more grain relative to those experimental areas that received runoff
plus its sediments and organic debris' (1307 kg/ha in 1997 and 1288 kg/ha in
1998 at population densities of 14,222 and 12,889 plants/ha, respectively) (Muenchrath, unpublished data). These yield differences may be due to the amount and
timing of the runoff events in the respective fields. In the experimental fields,
runoff was applied from three runoff events, all occurring in late July and early
August 1997, and from a single event in early August 1998. Elk field had three
documented runoff events: in early July, late July, and early August. The Elk field
runoff events were ideally timed, shortly preceding and coinciding with the sensitive flowering stage; the four week period bracketing silk emergence is the most
nitical time in the determination of grain yield (Denmead and Shaw 1960; Shaw
1988). The coarser surface soil texture of Elk field may be a contributing factor,
facilitating water infiltration and retention. The high grain yield of Elk field was
comparable to the 1998 mean yield across all treatments at the experimental fields,
1886 kg/ha (Muenchrath, unpublished data).
The high yield of Elk field, however, is less than the full yield potential of
Zuni maize. Elk field produced less than half of the best yield obtained in the
controlled experiment fields, 3829 kg/ha, which was produced in 1997 with synthetic fertilizers and applications of irrigation water as needed (Muenchrath, unpublished data). The higher yield of this treatment is attributable to additional
water from the greater rainfall (191 mm) and irrigation, rather than to nutrient
inputs. Although leaf P at flowering was greater in this fertilized treatment, grain
P and leaf and grain N contents did not differ among treatments. Prior to 1997,
one of the experimental fields had been fallow for five to seven years, and the
other, where the highest yield was obtained, had been fallow for at least 50 years.
Fallowing, as noted by Zuni farmers, is important to maintain field productivity.
Within each of the farmers' fields, grain yield among plots varied widely. The
coefficient of variation for yield among plots within a field averaged 77.4% in the
three productive farmers' fields (CV range among fields was 35.8 to 99.7%), Coefficients of variation among plots in the three experimental field-years ranged
from 27.2 to 75.0% (Muenchrath, unpublished data). High variability within and
among fields appears to be the norm. No clear relationships between yield and
cultivar type, or between yield and soil properties were observed in the fanners'
fields.
Although number of ears per plant is a component of yield, grain yield per
plot was only weakly correlated with number of ears per plot (r = 0.60 across all
four fields, and r = 0.56 across the three productive fields), indicating that many
harvested ears were partially barren. Ivlean number of ears/plant, 1.1 (± 0.2), was
less than that obtained in the experimental fields, 2.1 ears/plant (Muenchrath,
unpublished data). The high number of ears per plant in the Elk field, together
with its moderate grain yield per ear, resulted in high yields with a modest plant
population density. The relatively high density and weeds in the Nutria field
likely suppressed the number of ears produced per plant. The number of har-
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vestable ears per plot also varied among fields and among plots within fields,
averaging 33.7 ears/plot (± 35) or an estimated 10,120 ears/!>a (:,: 1530) across
all four of the farmers' fields (Table 6). Ear prolificacy contributes to yield stability
by mirimizing the likelihood of barrenness in stressful environments, and augments yield under more favorable conditions (Hallauer and Troyer 1972).
Yield reflects the compounded, cumulative effects of growth and development
in response to Inanagement and the environment over the entire growing season.

Grain yield derives from several components: the number of plants per unit land
area, number of ears per plant, number of kernels per ear, and weight per kernel.
Temperature, water, nutrient, pests, or other stresses can cause reduced emergence
and plant stand, development of fewer ears or ovules, poor pollination and barrenness, and/or restricted grain fill, limiting ultimate yield. The impact of a stress
depends on the prior condition of the crop and the severity, timing. and duration
of the stress. Various stressors influenced the productivity of these farmers' fields.
CONCLUSIONS
While maintaining traditional elements of their agricultural strategies, Zuni
farmers adapt and innovate in response to their dynamic environment. Zuni farmers continue to select field sites that are likely to have a sufficiently long growing
season and receive runoff flows, exhibit desirable soil texture and native vegetation qualities, and where tlrey have use rights. At Zuni, temperature and precipitation are highly variable from place to place, even within the same farmirg
district, and from year to year. Although the production practices observed in this
study varied somewhat among fields, management differences do not appear to
be directly related to environmental differences among the fields. Nevertheless,
we think that the general strategy of using geographically diverse fields would
improve the chances of obtaining some successful production. The extensive production svstem
of fields situated in manv
,
, different niches likelv
, contributed importantly tD tl1E long-term agricultural stability of Zuni and other traditional communities thruughout the region.
Yield varied widely among the farmers' fields, induding among the three
managed by a single farmer and his family. Yield differences are attributed to
differences among farmer managemEnt practices and influenced by field cropping
history and seasonal environmen.tal factors. Because moisture and nutrients were

generally adequate in these farmers' fields, planting date and weed pressure likely
had the greatest impact on grain yield in 1998. W,th average moisture and temperatures, greater yield potential could be realized in these runoff systenls with
timely planting and more intensive management of periodically fallowed fields.
The level of management these farmers are able to exp€nd on maize production,
however, is restricted by availability of time, labor, eqUipment, and transportation.
Despite these constraints, these and other Zuni farmers persist, largely because
of the cultural value and tradition of maize and farming in Zuni life (Cleveland
et a1. 1995; Manolescu 1994). Challenges faced by individual Zuni and tribal efforts, such as the Zuni Sustainable Agriculture Program, to sustain agriculture as
a lifeway and economic activity parallel those in other sectors of U.S. agriculture,
where farmers also increasingly struggle with the competing time and resource
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demands of farming and economically necessary off-fann jobs (Cleveland et aL
1995; Heller and Keoleian 2000; Hoppe et at 2001),
To better understand the function, structure" and longevity of Zuni and other
l:Tadilional runoff agricultural systems in the area, and to develop sustainable
syslems suitable for arid and semiarid zones, longer-term studies of a larger sample of farmers' fields and practicL'S, continued multidisciplinary agroecological
research, and agronomic evaluation of the associated cultivars are needed.
NOTES
I

Carl 5, White, Dept. of Biology, University of Nevv Mexico, Albuquerque,

Carol Brandt, New Mexko Alliance for Gr,(lduate- Education & the Professoriate, Office of
Graduate Studies, University of New Me:xico, Albuquerque.
Treatments in the controlled cropping experiment of the largeT agroecolugy study tested
the effects of different runoff componeuL";; on maize productivityl sJX"Cifically the effects of
moisture and nutrients de!ivercd by stonn. flows. Treatments were randomly assigned to
plots in each fieid in a complete, randorniz;ed block design, ltvith three replications in each
field. The five treatments were
J

• Rainfed~-Direct rain onlv-;
• Runoff water~-LiqU1d rx;rtion of runoff (\vater plus dissolved and suspended components) applied within 2 to 7 day~ of runoff L'V£'i1t from the catchmL>nt installed
above the field;
• Runoff with sediments-Liquid and solid runoff components (,vater, solutes, organic materials, Zlnd scdim(-:I1tb) applied to match the above treatment application volume and timing;
• Irrigation \vater--Itrigation water from local reservoirs applied to match runoff application volume and Uming; and
• Irrigation water with rertilizer--Irrigation water plus synthetic Nand P applied as
needed by the crop to avoid water~defidt stress. First application contained 101 kg
N/ha and 36 kg P Iha and the next application added 77 kg Nlha, for total seasonal
fertilizer apphcatJon of 178 y 36, and 0 kg/ha N: P, and K, respectively; K was not

limiting.
LocaUy produced Zuni blue maize S<.."Cd WdS soaked overnight before plantingy and hand
planted J3~15 May 1998 at 15 em depth in dusters of four kernels e<'lch, spaced eqUidistantly 1.5 m apart. Frequent hoeing controlled weeds. Fencing kept elk and other pests out
of the fields. Fishing line strung in a grid across the top of the field proh.."Cted the nop
from bird predation.
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